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Abstract

Nonlinear systems may exhibit oscillatory phenomena which are es
sentially different from those in linear systems. Among them there are
nonlinear resonance with hysteresis, higher harmonic and subharmonic os
cillations, and almost-periodic oscillations arising through self-excitation.
This paper deals with nonlinear oscillations which occur in self-oscillatory
systems under the action of a periodic external force by applying the map
ping procedure based on the qualitative theory of differential equations.

1.

Let us consider the second-order nonlinear differential equation

(1)

where e(t) is periodic function of period L. Oscillatory phenomena governed
by this type of differential equation, i.e., nonlinear oscillations, received much
attention through the oscillatory phenomena in mechanical and electrical sys
tems first studied by Dulling and van del' Pol. Since then, the phenomena have
been studied by many engineers and mathematicians.

From both the engineering and mathematical points' of view, the types and
numbers of steady solutions become a first subject of discussion in relation to the
form of non-linearity and the parameter values in the equation. Then the global
behavior of solutions both in time and in phase space attracts our interest. In
many cases, the relatively simple form of the equation is deceptive, and closer
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reveals complicated behavior. In this paper the steady solutions for a few
equations of the form (1) are discussed by applying the method of harmonic
balance and by using electronic computers. Further, global behavior of solutions
is examined topologically by applying the transformation theory of differential

2. ANALYSIS

the transformation for the topological analysis of
solutions is briefly explained.

In this sectlO:n,
behavior

2.1 Transformation T

Let us rewrite (1) as a system of first-order equations

dx
dt
dy

dt

y

- f(x, y)y - g(x) + e(t)

y, t)

y, t)
(2)

where the f and 9 are differentiable of order with
to x and y, and e(t) is a function t with L.

Let {x(xo, Yo, t), y(xo, Yo, tn be a solution of Eqs. (2) which when t = 0
is at the point Yo) of the xy plane. Let us focus our attention on the
location of the point Yn) whose coordinates are given by

xn = x(xo, Yo, Yn y(xo, Yo, nL) (3)

n = 0, ±1, ±2," '. Then the mapping

is which takes (xo, Yo) into Yn) of the xy plane. The map
ping T thus defined is known to be a one-to-one, continuous and orientation

~~.lV,U~\.)'.l.l of the xy plane into itself [1, 2].
which is invariant under the mapping T is called

a fixed Thus, if is a fixed then Po = . Let m
be the smallest positive integer for which = Pm T mPo), then Po will
iterate periodically through a set of m distinct points and is therefore called an
m-periodic point. The set of these m-periodic points is called an m-periodic
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group. A solution Eqs. (2) which passes a point T at t 0
is periodic with period L. a solution associated with an 'YYl.r.n:p,r,n

point is a subharmonic solution of period mL.

2.2 Maximum Invariant Set

Under conditions met in practice in
xy plane remote from the
having the property that every solution (x(t), y(t))
through the curve at time t can intersect the curve crossing it
the domain exterior to the curve into the domain interior to the curve with
increasing t. Let denote a closed curve of this be denoted

and be the closed domain in the xy then
C the of the curve The closed set '--'-'-'.1..1..1..1.'-.-''--'-

the intersection of all :2: 0) is called the maximum invariant set
for Eqs. (2). Let this set be denoted Ll. It is known that is a bounded and
connected closed set and possesses the that images of a which
is not contained in tend to the maximum finite invariant set under iteration

the mapping T. and if are
all contained in Ll. There exists at least one

2.3 Fixed Periodic Points

In connection with the
(2), let us describe the classification
number of these points invariant set

.L.I..L<,"U.I..I..I.U,-,j,j, as any neighboring is taken into a
neighborhood of point Po under the of points can be ,-,.I.U'UUJ.j,.I.,-,,--,-

'-'U'HF-,''-''V.I..I..I.F-, the movement of neighboring images under the .I..I..I.L"'jJ'~J.I..I.'.F-,

Let a neighboring + uo, Yo + vo) of the
transformed into + UI, Yo + VI) the
relation results,

Xo + UI + UO, Yo + Vo,

Yo + VI = y(xo + Uo, Yo + Vo, L).
(5)

Since Po is a fixed point under Uo = Vo 0 means UI VI = O. For small
values of Uo and Vo, UI VI can be '-'J'-'JLA>.I..I.'--'-'-''--'- into power series in Uo and Vo
as follows,

UI = auo + bvo + .
VI = CUo + dvo + .

(6)
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where
8x(xo, Yo, L)

a= 8xo '

8y(xo, Yo, L)
c = 8xo '

b = 8x(xo, Yo, L)
8yo

d = 8y(xo, Yo, L)
8yo .

(7)

The terms not explicitly given in the right sides of Eqs. (6) are of degree higher
than the first in Uo and Va. Equations (6) express the mapping (uo, va) ~
(UI' VI) in the neighborhood of the fixed point Po, and this transformation is
characterized by the roots mI and m2 of the characteristic equation*

I

a - m b 1=0.
c d-m

(8)

The fixed point is called simple if both ImII and 1m2I are different from
unity. Simple fixed points are classified as follows

Completely stable if

Completely unstable if

Directly unstable if

Inversely unstable if

ImII < 1,

ImII > 1,

0< mI < 1 < m2

mI < -1 < m2 < O.

The same classification also applies to periodic points.
Images of any point in the neighborhood of a completely stable fixed point

tend to the fixed point under iteration of the mapping T. In the completely
unstable case images move away from the fixed point. In the directly and
inversely unstable cases there exist two invariant curves which traverse the fixed
point, and successive images of the mapping T approach the fixed point along
one of the invariant curves, while they move away from the fixed point along
the other invariant curve. The former invariant curve is called the w-branch
and the latter the a-branch.

N. Levinson and J. L. Massera [4] have discussed the number of fixed
points and periodic points of (2). Let N (n) be the total number of n
periodic points (fixed points for n = 1) and C(n) the total number of completely
stable and completely unstable n-periodic points. Similarly, let D (n) and I (n )
be the number of directly and inversely unstable n-periodic points, respectively.

*The product of the roots of Eq. (8) is given by

1
L (8X 8Y)exp - + - dt > o.

o 8x 8y
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If (2) have a maximum finite invariant set and all
the following relations hold.

For n = 1,

are

+ + 1, +1

For n 2, 4, 6, ... ,

C(n) + I(n) D(n) + 2I(n/2), + (9)

For n 3, 5, 7" .. ,

C(n) + I(n) = N(n) =

2.4 Invariant Curves and Almost

A closed curve invariant under the mapping T is an invariant
curve. Clearly, if such curves exits they are contained in the maximum
invariant set Now consider a solution of (2) with the
closed curve C. The solutions of (2) which start C at t = 0 form
surface S in the xyt space. Since C is invariant under this '-'llT'P_H',Q

lying between t 0 and t L can be onto a
the solutions of (2) C can be

equation on a torus

dt
t)

in () with
has been studied Poincare

Bohl . Here let us their results
of C into itself [8].

Associated with the solution curves the '.l,,,,,,,rHYYl

tation number p. This number is the average advance of () an
L. If p is rational and of the form where p and q have no common
then there exist some periodic groups consist
C. The images any on C one these
iteration of the T. In this case the solutions
harmonics of order q. If p is irrational there are two them is
termed the ergodic or transitive case. This is the case in which the derived
or closure, of the sequence {Pi} i 0, ±1, ... , where is
an arbitrary point on C) coincides with C itself. The solution of

(2) is known as an almost periodic time t H. Bohr
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is termed the singular or intransitive case. Here the
is nowhere dense on C.

2.5

exist invariant (X- and w-branches for a directly
or fixed or point. Here let us explain the behavior
of these studied Poincare . Let us consider the totality of a-
and w-branches of of all orders in the xy plane. It is readily
seen the of solutions of differential equations that no (X- (or
w-) branch can intersect another (X- w-) branch. an a-branch
may intersect an and of a point of intersection are U ...H,.........U"...

which converge along the toward the unstable
on indefinite iteration of and the a-branch on iteration of T- 1.

Based on this the of intersection are called doubly asymptotic
U''J.u ... u'u. A is said to be of general type if the (X- and w-

branches are not coincident or tangent at the doubly asymptotic point;
in the case the is of special type. A asymptotic point is
called homoclinic if the (X- and w-branches on it lies issue from the same

two belonging to the same periodic group. A homoclinic
is called asymptotic point is called

(X- and w-branches on which it issue from two and/or
U'vJ, ... 'J''--<'''V 1J'J., ...... v'u. each to groups.

AND BEAT

described above, here let us consider os-
occur in periodically-forced self-oscillatory systems

vu ...uu<-~ ...... <-,v element or vacuum-tube with a feedback cir-
force is to a self-oscillatory system, the frequency

L.JvLL·-v-,",,-Ll_'~~Vl oscillation, that is, the natural frequency of the system, either
in with the or else it fails to synchronize,

resulting in the occurrence of a oscillation. The former phenomenon is
known as synchronization or entrainment of frequency. Regions of the external

rise to frequency entrainment and global phase-plane structures
yorn.yo,-"on,n-t-,-nr!' oscillatory phenomena are investigated below for some forced self-
oscillatory systems the form of (1).
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3.1 Entrainment

As a specific example of Eq. (1) let us consider the differential equation (see
Appendix I)

d
2

x 2 dx 3
-2 - /k(I-,x )- + x B cos vt, /k> O.
dt dt

(11 )

The regions of frequency entrainment for this equation will be obtained by
applying the method of harmonic balance and by using an analog computer.
Further, phase-plane analysis is carried out by applying the transformation
theory.

(a) Regions of Frequency Entrainment
To begin with let us consider the self-excited oscillation for Eq. (11) with

B = 0, that is,

(12)

Let us express approximately the self-excited oscillation by the form

x(t) = ao coswot. (13)

Substituting (13) into Eq. (12) and equating the coefficients of the terms
containing sin wot and cos wot separately to zero, the following relations are
obtained for the amplitude ao and the frequency wo,

ao = /4/" Wo = /3/,. (14)

When the external force is applied and its frequency v is nearly equal to Wo, an
approximate solution of the following form

x (t) = bl (t) sin vt + b2 (t) cos vt (15)

is introduced for the (11), where the functions b1(t) and b2(t) are constants
for the entrained states; they are slowly varying functions of t when the system is
not entrained. Substituting (15) into Eq. (11) and equating the coefficients
of the terms containing cos vt and sin vt separately to zero leads to

(16)
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where

(17)

In deriving the autonomous equations (16), the following assumptions are used:

1. The amplitudes bl (t) and b2(t) are slowly varying functions of t;
therefore, d2bl / dt2 and d2b2/ dt2 are neglected.

2. Since f-l is a small quantity, f-ldbl/dt and p,db2/dt are also discarded.

When the system is entrained, the amplitudes Xl and YI become constant. The
constants are obtained by putting dXI/dt = 0 and dYI/dt = 0, and a singular
point represehting an equilibrium state is given by

(18)

where the amplitude rr is determined by the relation

[(1 (19)

The periodic solution thus obtained is actually sustained only when it is stable.
In order to discuss the stability of the periodic solution, let us consider a small
variation (~, rJ) from the singular point given by Eqs. (18). The variational
equation is written as

d~

dt
where

(20)

If the real parts of the two roots of the characteristic equation

(22)

are negative, the corresponding equilibrium state is stable. This stability con-
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2.0

11=0.2
')1=8

1.51.00.5

1.0

2.0

1

3.0

4.0

5.0,-----------r--------,----------,

Fig. 1 Resonance curves for the approximate harmonic solution of Eq. (11).

dition is given by the Routh-Hurwitz criterion, namely,

p = -(al + b2 ) = fl(2rr - 1) > 0

q = alb2 a2bl = fl2 [(1 - rr)(1 - 3rr) + er2 + 2
W5

errr]> O.
4 flv

(23)

Figure 1 shows the resonance curves obtained by plotting Eq. (19) in the (v, rr)
plane for several values of the amplitude B. The system parameters in Eq. (11)
are given by fl = 0.2 and f = 8. The stability limits are given by p 0 and
q = 0 of Eqs. (23) and they are also shown in the figure. Hence the solid lines of
the resonance curves represent stable states, while the dashed portions indicate
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Fig. 2 Regions of frequency entrainment for Eq. (11) obtained by
analog computer analysis.

unstable states. When the driving frequency v is nearly equal to the natural
frequency Wo 0.61· . '), the amplitude of the oscillation becomes large even
for small B owing to the resonance between these frequencies. As the driving
frequency v leaves the natural frequency wo, the amplitude becomes small.
Thus once the response curves of the entrained oscillations are obtained, the
approximate region of harmonic entrainment can be obtained in the Bv plane,
as the region in which Eqs. (16) has at least one stable equilibrium point. t

In order to check these results, solutions of (11) are sought by using an
analog computer. The region of harmonic entrainment, and some of the main
regions of subharmonic entrainment, are shown in Fig. 2. In the area common
to entrainment regions of different frequencies, final oscillations are determined
depending on the initial conditions. If the amplitude B and the frequency v
are given outside these regions, non-periodic beat oscillations occur.

tThe foregoing analysis of the entrained oscillation is based on the autonomous equations
(16); phase-portraits for Eqs. (16) showing generation and extinction of the singular points
caused by changes of the external force are reported in Refs. [11] and [12].
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-0.5-1.0

0.5

o-0.5

o\-----~-""""""=-----1

0.5

x---- x---

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 Fixed points and invariant curves representing solutions of
(24), the parameters being

(a) B = 0.1, v = 0.7
(b) B 0.36, v = 0.95.

(b) Phase-Plane Analysis by Applying Mapping Method
Equation (11) is transformed into a set of simultaneous equations

dx

dt
y,

dy
- = 0.2(1 - 8x2 )y - x3 + B cos vt.
dt

(24)

applying the mapping method described in Sec. 2, the topological properties
of the solutions of Eqs. (24) are examined by using computers.

(i) Harmonic Entrainment Let us consider the solutions of Eqs. (24) in
which the parameters are B 0.1 and v = 0.7. The location of the parameters
is chosen in the region of harmonic entrainment of Fig. 2 (indicated by point
a). Figure 3(a) shows the phase-plane portrait for this case. In the figure
point D 1 is a directly unstable fixed point; 51 and C 1 indicate completely
stable and completely unstable fixed points, respectively. Besides these fixed
points the invariant curves which abut are also shown. The arrows on the
invariant curves indicate the direction of the movement of successive images
under the mapping T. The two a-branches (heavy line) which start from D 1

both terminate at the point 5\ the closed region bounded by these a-branches
is the maximum finite invariant set Next let us consider a case in which the
external force is chosen in the region where two types of harmonic entrainments
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Fig. 4 Fixed point, periodic points, and invariant curves of the mapping
for Eqs. (24), the parameters being

B = 0.5 and v = 1.4.

coexist. The parameters are B = 0.36 and v = 0.95 (point b in Fig. 2). The
phase-plane portrait is shown in Fig. 3(b). Point D 1 is a directly unstable
fixed point and points 181 and 281 are both completely stable fixed points
corresponding to the non-resonant and resonant states, respectively. The w
branches (heavy line) are the boundaries of the two domains of attraction which
contain fixed points 181 and 281 .

(ii) 1/2-Harmonic and 1/3-Harmonic Entrainments Figure 4 shows the
phase-plane portrait for the case in which the external force lies in the area com
mon to the regions of 1/2- and 1/3-harmonic entrainments. The parameters of
Eqs. (24) are B 0.5 and v 1.4 (indicated by point c in Fig. 2). In this figure
the symbol i D'] denotes a directly unstable n-periodic point which belongs to
the i-th periodic group and the subscript j shows the order of movement of
images under the mapping T, that is,

iDr:
J . (25)

Similar notations are used for completely stable periodic points (8), completely
unstable periodic points (C), and inversely unstable periodic points (I). In-
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variant curves of the mapping T 2 are shown by solid lines and those of the
mapping T 3 by dashed lines. It is seen in the figure that the a- and w-branches
of the directly unstable periodic points intersect one another and that there
exist some doubly asymptotic points. For example, since the point H is an
intersection of the a-branch and w-branch both emanating from Df, this point
is a simple homoclinic point. The images of the point H converge toward
on indefinite iteration of both T 3 and . Also since K is an intersection
of the a-branch emanating from and the w-branch converging to Dr, this
point is a heteroclinic point. The images of the point K converge toward
on indefinite iteration of T 3 and toward 1Dr under T- 2 . The points Hand K
are examples of doubly asymptotic points. It can be seen from the figure that
there must exist an infinite number of doubly asymptotic points.:I: In this case
the maximum finite invariant set and the domains of attraction for different
completely stable periodic groups exhibit extremely complicated configurations
and they cannot be drawn in the straightforward manner of Fig. 3.

3.2 of Beat

Let us consider beat oscillations which occur in a system described by the
differential equation

d
2

X [ ( dx ) 2] dx- - jL 1 -! - + x3 = B cos vt
dt2 dt dt '

(26)

Following the same procedure as before, the resonance curves are drawn for
approximate solutions which consist only of the fundamental component. The
result is shown in Fig. 5. The system parameters are given by jL = 0.2 and! = 4
in Eq. (26). In the figure the amplitude rr shows a normalized quantity in the
same way as in Fig. 1 (see Appendix II). From this result we can obtain the
approximate region of harmonic entrainment. Then the solutions of (26)
are examined by using an analog computer. In the course of this study, when
the external force is given just outside the region of harmonic entrainment,
different types of beat oscillations are observed depending on the magnitude of
the amplitude of the external force. Let us examine the aspect of these solutions
in the phase plane by applying the transformation theory.

+The following theorems have been proved by G. D. Birkhoff [13-15]:
(a) An arbitrary neighborhood of a homoclinic point contains an infinite number of homo

clinic points.
(b) An arbitrary neighborhood of a homoclinic point contains an infinite number of periodic

points.
Some examples of periodic points are shown in Refs. [16-18].
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4.0 r----...--------------------,

1.51.00.5
0'--------"-------"'-------......1o

1.0

fJ. = 0.2

"y = 4

a~ ......""""'"_.....
----"'"

3.0

v •

Fig. 5 Resonance curves for the approximate harmonic solution of
(26), the system parameters being J.-L = 0.2 and 'Y = 4.

First let us consider the case in which the amplitude B of the external
force is comparatively small. Figure 6(a) shows the successive movement of
images obtained by using an analog computer. The system under consideration
is described by

dx
dt = y,

dy
= 0.2(1 - 4y2)y - x3 + B cos vt

dt
(27)

with B = 0.1 and v 1.1. In this figure the numbers attached to the points
indicate the order of successive images under the mapping T, and these are
counted after the transient has decayed. It is seen in the figure that these
images form a smooth invariant closed curve, which is the boundary of the
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(b)

Fig. 6 Point sequences re"j:)re:serltulg beat oscillations for (27), the
parameters being (a) B = 0.1, v 1.1 and (b) B = 0.3, v 1.1.

maximum finite invariant set in this case. The rotation number p associated
with this curve is approximately equal to 0.66. It cannot be concluded
computer experiment whether it is a rational or an irrational number. If we
assume that p is an irrational number, then the mapping is either ergodic or
singular. However, it is known that the singular case cannot occur when an
invariant closed curve is sufficiently smooth, as is the case in the figure [8,
The mapping is thus ergodic and the solution of (27) is almost IJv.L.HJ~A..Lv.

Next let us consider the case in which the amplitude B is increased.
6(b) shows the behavior of successive images in the system (27) with B
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-0.4

7 and invariant curves of the ma,ppmg
being B 0.3 and v = 1.1.

U.L.LJl.LfJ.l'-' closed curve in the xy as in Fig. 8
"''''''''<:''''''1--., mentioned in 2.2. Then successive mapping

to For the curve (= is shown in
From this result it can be seen that images become more and more

'-'V.U.LI-;.L.L'~U>U'-'u. as i and the of for i -+ 00 cannot even

is

0.3 The attached to the are counted the
r!/'\,r><,-.'/'\r! in the same way as in The movement of the

~~~~~,..,,~~ is and as is seen in the In this case we
cannot infer the existence of a invariant closed curve as we did in

7 shows of this case. The same notation is
U>IJIJ.L.L'-'U- to the and and solid and dashed lines are used as

the existence of homoclinic heteroclinic is observed.
us consider the number of using the same

notation as in 2.3. = 4 and C(3) 3,
the relations (9) for n For n = 4, C(4) + 1(4) =

+ =I- O. that there are no completely
stable or unstable That 0, and therefore 1(4) =I- °
must hold. =I- 0, ... hold and the existence 2n -periodic points
(n: an ~~~v,,_~~
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y

Fig. 8 Ring domain within which the images under the mapping representing
steady state irregular beat oscillations are confined.

be imagined. Next let us draw the closed curve rb which encloses the points
0 1

, Of, (iI, 2, 3). Let us consider the closed domain So bounded by
rb and apply successive mapping on So to obtain the closed set U~=o T i So.
However, the configuration of this boundary curve is much too intricate, and
we are compelled to draw the closed curve r~ inside this closed domain in
somewhat simplified form. It is seen from this construction that successive
images Pi, which represent steady oscillation, must remain in the shaded ring
domain bordered by the curves r3 and r~. The full implications of this point
sequence {Pi} have not yet been clarified.

4. CONCLUSION

Nonlinear oscillatory phenomena have been studied which occur in period
ically-forced self-oscillatory systems containing a negative-resistance element or
vacuum-tube with feedback circuit.

First, the resonance curve of the harmonic entrainment was discussed by the
method of harmonic balance; then the regions of entrainment were obtained at
fundamental and some principal subharmonic frequencies by using an analog
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computer. From these shapes and mutual relations of the regions at
various frequencies are clarified.

in order to understand the oscillatory phenomena more clearly, some
representative phase-plane portraits were obtained by applying the transforma
tion based on the qualitative theory of differential equations. For certain
values of the external the existence of asymptotic points was ob-
served in the In this case, the maximum finite invariant set and
the domains attractions for completely stable fixed or periodic points exhibit

1J.L.L'uUL'LJU configurations. for the external force prescribed outside
the regions of types beat oscillations were observed.

them is a almost-periodic oscillation and the corresponding successive
~""""~'U>"-'''-' form a smooth invariant closed curve on the phase plane as shown in
6(a). The other beat oscillations occurs depending upon the external

The genesis the oscillations is not fully grasped. In the neighborhood
the point sequence in the phase representing states of this type

of oscillations there exist unstable 2n -periodic points as well as asymp-
totic as shown in 7. since all points of this sequence are
found inside the ring domain of 8 and there are no stable periodic points,
the oscillation behaves The nature of this of
oscillation deserves attention as material for further from the point of
view of topological
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APPENDICES

I. Derivation of

The schematic diagram in shows a self-oscillatory circuit
which contains a negative-resistance element N. With the notation of the
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Fig. A (a) Negative-resistance oscillator with external force.
(b) Nonlinear characteristic of the negative-resistance element N.

the equations for the circuit are written as

~ ~
L-+Ri+v=Ecoswt, i=il+i2, Zl= (A.I)

dt dt

The nonlinear characteristic of the negative resistance N is shown in Fig.
A(b) and is expressed by

Z2 f(v).

Retaining v and eliminating the other variables, we obtain

d
2
v ( df ) dvLC dt2 + RC + L dv dt + v + Rf(v) = Ecoswt.

For simplicity, let the voltage-current characteristic be expressed by

'2 f(V)=SV(-l+~:)

with the relation S = 1/R; then Eq. (A.3) is transformed into

d
2
x 2 dx 3

--fL(1-rx )-+x =BCOSVT
dT2 dT

where

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

(A.5)

v t
x = -, T = B

E
v = wv'LC

LS-RC
fL = v'LC '
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II. 'U'..rlo. """-' Harmonic Solution of

Here let us give the approximate harmonic solution and its
tion for the equation (26), i.e.,

condi-

B cos vt, f.l > 0.

Let the approximate solution of °be

X(t) ao cos

then the amplitude ao and the Wo are

ao Wo

B =1= 0, let us assume an aPl)rOXlrnat;e harmonic solution the form

bl ( t) sin vt + b2 ( t) cos vt.

a procedure similar to that in
derived, that is,

3.1, a set of autonomous lH.-"lJiVLLO is

~[(1
f.l
- [O"XI + (1 -
2

where

B

+ 0"=----

singular point (for which Xl and YI are vVL.LOUUL'-'UO

by
IS

where rr is determined by solving the
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The condition of the singular point is given by

P = fL(2-Jiv2rr- 1) > 0

q = - [(1 - 0(v2r 2 ) (1 - 3 0(v2r 2 ) + 0'2 + 2w6 O'r2 ] > O.4 V! 1 V! 1 fLV 1

(A.I5)

5 in 3.2 was plotted by making use of Eqs.
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